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Honors Physics 2021-2022

Textbook: Honors Physics by Craig Fletcher (online, open source)

Additional required and recommended materials:
● A Short History of Nearly Everything by Bill Bryson (virtual or paperback)
● Notebook (I DO NOT recommend taking notes virtually)
● Ruler (with cm measures)/protractor (both optional but helpful)
● Calculator
● Lab notebook OPTIONAL--most formal lab write-ups will be on Google docs
● If you have a laptop, bringing it will help with lab write-ups and virtual labs. Don’t buy one

just for this class, but bring it if you have it. Tablets will work for some assignments but
not all.

Class Format
This class will need to work a little differently this year due to the fact that I will be on

maternity leave for much of the first quarter. I plan to provide online materials that you can work
through at your own pace (with some deadlines) and space to ask questions if you’re stuck.
Please prepare to be self-motivated and collaborative! (Note: collaborative means thinking
together, not one person thinking and the rest writing)

Summer Work
My plan is to take a short, fun, slightly existential-crisis-inducing unit from later in the

year and have you do a shortened version over the summer. Assignments will be posted on
Google Classroom, but include:

● Book chapters 1&2
● A Short History of Nearly Everything Introduction and Chapters 1-4
● A talk called “The Evidence for God from Contemporary Science”
● Brief explanation assignments relating to the above
● Not panicking (it’s not too horrible, I promise!)

Statement Against Plagiarism
There aren’t many ways to make me angry, but plagiarism is definitely one of them!
In order to succeed in this course, you will need to THINK. This means doing your OWN

work. This means reading a source, processing what it means, and then writing your OWN
explanation, not simply paraphrasing what you read or see (yes, “changing a few words” is still
plagiarism!).

Plagiarism of any kind will be rejected. You may or may not be able to redo and
resubmit for credit.

http://faculty.polytechnic.org/cfletcher/Honors%20Text--Chapters%20and%20Solutions.html

